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            You're in Good Hands

				        
                                                
                            
                                
                                    
                                

                                Ellen D.

                                "I have had very pleasant experiences at East Madison Dental.  The waiting room is updated and very nicely decorated. Additionally, individual rooms are all updated and very clean. The staff is always welcoming and friendly.  Dr. Kim is very patient and always makes sure that you are comfortable and pleased. I am very happy with East Madison Dental."

                                    

                            
                                Ellen D. 

                                        

                                    

                                    
                            
                                
                                    
                                

                                Kim E.

                                "I have been coming to this dental clinic for over 10 years and I have never had a bad experience. There’s no other clinic like this one, and they feel like family. "

                                    

                            
                                Kim E. 

                                        

                                    

                                    
                            
                                
                                    
                                

                                Megan R.

                                "Best dentist I’ve ever been to! Everyone is so kind and accommodating. I was cold and they gave me a blanket. My lips were chapped and they gave me a branded lip balm. So comforting and such an enjoyable experience at East Madison Dental!"

                                    

                            
                                Megan R. 

                                        

                                    

                            

            

			        



    
        
            
                                        Experiencing an Emergency?                 

                                                    Contact us right away when your dental emergency strikes. We offer fast, effective, same-day appointments and after-hours urgent care! 

                                            

        

    



	    
        
                        
                Our Locations

            

            
                You can expect the same state-of-the-art care and comfortable convenience at each of our three New Jersey office locations.
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                                    79 East Madison Ave
Dumont, NJ 07628                                
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                                    460 Engle St
Englewood, NJ 07631                                
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                                    101 Piermont Rd
Tenafly, NJ 07670                                
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            Welcome to East Madison Dental

				We offer multi-speciality dentistry for all ages, with comprehensive dentistry solutions that can meet all your needs in one place! Our northern New Jersey dental team offers advanced expertise, modern conveniences, and comforting amenities to provide an unmatched experience at every visit. 
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                    Every patient has a story.
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